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Suzy and Josie, owners of the Thousand Islands Doggy Inn, are attending an end-of-summer party

and about to receive a sizeable charitable gift from one of their good friends, a local businessman

with a love of dogs and a reputation with the ladies. A newly built yacht about to embark on a trip to

Florida via the Inland Waterway is one of the party highlights, but when the engineer is killed, and

Jackson, the Clay Bay Chief of Police, ends up in critical condition, the yacht becomes the focal

point of the ensuing murder investigation.In addition to trying to solve the murder, Suzy and Josie

are forced to deal with a variety of other problems and distractions. Jacksonâ€™s bulldog, Sluggo, is

despondent and not eating. And as Jackson fights for his life and attempts to recover from the

attack, Suzyâ€™s mom begins a new relationship she believes has the potential to go the distance.

And if that werenâ€™t enough, when Chef Claire threatens to take a new job out of state, putting a

serious damper on the quality of food served at the house, Suzy and Josie are pushed to their

limits.The Thousand Islands Doggy Inn Mysteries features two of the smartest and funniest lead

female protagonists to hit the cozy mystery scene in a very long time, and Suzy and Josieâ€™s

affection for food and their boundless love and devotion to their dogs puts this new series in the

Donâ€™t Miss category. The Case of the Brokenhearted Bulldog is another fast-paced and funny

cozy mystery installment in this series that affectionately focuses on dogs, food, and the natural

beauty of the Thousand Islands region.
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I really liked this book for many reasons. It has two very likeable main characters. It has dogs. The

other characters are likeable too. I especially like Suzy's mother, she has a spicy personality with a

touch of real class.The book has food and a chef who creates dishes that sound divine, I'd love the

recipes.The mystery is interesting and keeps you guessing.I just totally enjoyed this book because

the writer makes you feel like you're really there, one of the friends who gets to experience two good

friends living in a town I'd love to be in and not only helping animals but getting to tag along while

they eat, visit, explore, and investigate a murder, or two. It's a great time being had by all.

BR Snows Thousand Islands Doggy Inn Mystery series is a great fun read. Two ladies own the

Doggy Inn, one is a vet who can't seem to get enough to eat! Some of the rescue dogs, end up

staying forever, I love that Suzy takes such good care of the dogs, she loves everyone of them. The

mystery is someone is killed on a yacht, and Suzy and Josie help solve the murder, Chef Claire is

going thru a crisis, But thank goodness it ends well. Such enjoyable light reading.Next is: The Case

of the Caged Cockers. Hope it will be out soon.

I have really enjoyed this series and I have already enjoyed the next in the series "The Case of the

Faithful Frenchie" which I also highly recommend if you like food, dogs and likeable characters and

a tight little mystery.

Cute story liked the setting and characters.

Possible SpoilerAnother murder mystery taking place in Clay Bay. This one plays on the rich history

of the "Bootlegger". A modern version of the desperate exploits of the modern smuggler. And what

that "rumrunner" is capable of doing when cornered.

I would recommend this book to every one that loves dogs and mystery. I enjoyed every minute of

reading it.



Love the dogs

couldn't finish the book. did not hold my interest at all as a love story, as a 'who dunnit' or as a lover

of animals and dogs
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